Welcoming America is a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization that leads a movement of inclusive communities becoming more prosperous by ensuring everyone belongs. Our mission is to support communities building a welcoming society where every person, including immigrants, can fully contribute and shape our shared prosperity.

**GET INVOLVED**

- Join the Welcoming Network as a member
- Participate in Welcoming Week
- Explore becoming Certified Welcoming (for local governments only)
- Attend the Welcoming Interactive
- Support our mission

**WHAT WE DO (AND HOW WE DO IT)**

**CONNECT:** We connect leaders in the community, government, and nonprofit sectors. Our networks provide support locally, nationally, and internationally.

**BUILD:** We build on the work happening in local communities by providing tested methods and approaches for inclusive and welcoming places.

**CHANGE:** We help communities create policies, reinforce welcoming principles, and communicate the benefits of inclusion.

**FOLLOW US**

Facebook /WelcomingAmerica
Twitter @welcomingusa
LinkedIn /WelcomingAmerica

CONTACT: communications@welcomingamerica.org
LEARN MORE: welcomingamerica.org